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21st century learning

Creativity

Innovation

Problem -solving

Critical thinking

The teacher is the facilitator….and no longer the 

center of the classroom...

Easier said than done…...



Domain 4 ~ Professional Responsibilities 

Reflecting on teaching, growing and developing 

professionally….



http://www.simplek12.com/

PD in your PJs

http://www.simplek12.com/


My amazing team



Your mindset with technology.   Let go...a little.

Domain 2 ~ creating an environment of respect and rapport

❏ It’s a tool. Make it work for you.

❏ It works for some students better than others. 

❏ Yes, some students will text their friends and be playing games when they’re 

not supposed to.

❏ Students who are on task will see better results….hw quizzes, small 

assessments, etc. Marking Period 1 and parent conferences

❏ Technology strike system

❏ One warning

❏ 2nd offense - 5 point deduction

❏ 3rd offense - detention plus parent contact



What can I do to make them understand????

There is life outside the DEVICE.

Domain 2 ~ creating an environment of respect and rapport, managing behavior

❏ You can use Apps and Internet in real life conversation, so why can’t you use 

them in the classroom? 

❏ Don’t assume they understand appropriate “human interaction” and 

“conversation skills”

❏ Learning to communicate without speaking especially when you don’t know language

❏ Eye contact as a cultural element

❏ Manners 

❏ Yes, some students are going to use Google Translate.

❏ Encourage Word Reference. 

❏ Do an activity that teaches them how to use Word Reference. 

❏ finding French synonyms, figuring out gender, picking the write French word



Domains 2-3 - classroom environment and instruction

Stations activities with technology~ 

-watch French music videos on iPads

-record a conversation

-play your own Kahoot! Use phones and iPads

-link to infographics on Pinterest (avoids printing)



Domains 2-3 - classroom environment and instruction

presentational communicative mode

★ -les selfies

★ -photobooth activity for level 1 

★ Use Pic Collage! 

★ -take a “selfie” in the “photobooth” using as many props 

as possible and write a caption about the selfie using: 

○ descriptive adjectives

○ Preferences (conjugated verb + infinitive)



Apps and stuff



Showbie app and/or website

Domain 3a - communicating with students, demonstrating flexibility and responsiveness

www.showbie.com

● good option if you don’t use Google in your school

● grade handouts, rubrics, projects, etc. without using 

paper.

● give grades 

● great for audio recording

● Students should upload things as PDFs

http://www.showbie.com


Pinterest - not just for girls

interpretive communication mode Domain 3c - engaging students in learning

Create a “school only” account. 

Share the link with students. 

They create accounts and follow you. 

Great for sharing infographics, video clips, websites, 

grammar and vocabulary graphics, etc.

https://www.pinterest.com/kiffelafrance/

https://www.pinterest.com/kiffelafrance/


Quick Voice

Domain 3D - using assessment in instruction

● recording performance based assessments

● final speaking portions

● emails to you as an MP3 file

● easy emailing and listening

● time limit! 



Fotobabble

Domain 1 - designing student assessments

http://www.fotobabble.com/s/about;jsessionid=6A5C1776D53DDD2B009051DBAC0

F05AB

upload pics and record voice-overs

emails to you easily

http://www.fotobabble.com/s/about;jsessionid=6A5C1776D53DDD2B009051DBAC0F05AB
http://www.fotobabble.com/s/about;jsessionid=6A5C1776D53DDD2B009051DBAC0F05AB


https://create.kahoot.it/

➔ Public Search option for already made Kahoots!

➔ vocabulary list of common expressions used during a Kahoot! on board

➔ top three scorers win something - an extra credit point, candy, etc. 

➔ Jumble - great for practicing sentence structure (a bit time consuming to 

make)

➔ Challenge! - using Kahoot! For more engaging homework

Domain 3 ~ questioning/discussion techniques

Engaging students

https://create.kahoot.it/


-quizlet.live

-super interactive - groups have to look at everyone’s answer choices

-randomized teams

-free teacher account

-$34.99/year to upgrade and get all the perks

Domain 3 ~ questioning/discussion techniques

Engaging students



let them create ! 

-Domain 1,2,3 - establishing a culture for learning, engaging students, designing assessments

★ making commercials--presentational mode of communication

○ -using vocab and grammar in unique and personal way

○ -technology commercial example

★ What’s in my backpack? -final speaking assessment and school supply drive 

for an orphanage in Haiti

○ Students brought in gently used school supplies and recyclable grocery bags

★ children’s book for Haitian orphans

○ -started out as a desperate attempt at teaching wild animal vocabulary

○ -ended up being a final service project that rolled into a FNHS fundraiser, that ended with 

sponsoring a Haitian orphan



let them compete! 

Which class speaks more/better? 

la Tombola! (Raffle)

Choose tickets at random for +1 extra credit or candy. 

Choose one winner per quarter for free class treat



Let them tweet! 

Create a class twitter! 

Tweet: 

-raffle winners

-video clips

-announcements 

Follow the Marist French program! @french_redhawks



let them reflect!

● -self-reflection activities 

● -journals at level 3 

○ -not graded for accuracy

○ -great AP prep

○ -time-consuming, maybe peer-edit, peer-response?  



Sometimes I do not use technology. And that is 

okay. #teacherconfession

The following ideas are a few of my faves. They 

could be adapted and turned into 

technology-based activities. But they also work 

great as they are.  



Domain 3 - instruction

interpersonal communication mode

1. Conversation Circle - 12 point self-eval

2. info gap activities - great for level 1

3. Group idea webs or Venn diagram and follow 

up journal

4. in class debate with common expressions 

posted



Domains 2-3 - classroom environment and instruction

1. stations - not just for unit review!

a. infographics and art stations

-label stations as TV channels, countries, artists, etc.

-3 stations have different infographics and 3 stations 

have paintings

-handout at each station OR 1 online document that 

explains all 6 stations with self-evaluation at the end



Domains 2-3 - classroom environment and instruction

● Stations work for lower levels too! 

● Station 1 - Parlez - greet the president, your friend, and a 

group of friends

● Station 2 - Lisez/Ecrivez - read the article; answer the 

questions

● Station 3 - Jouez - play the vocab game

● Station 4 - Dessinez - pictionary with vocab - Draw an 

image that represents the word.  The rest of group has to 

guess. Use Notability App and save your drawings…..



helpful tips for creating stations

1. Sometimes it can just be a worksheet.

2. ~6 minutes per activity

3. If they don’t finish, it’s okay.

4. Allow two days for stations.

5. Be flexible.

6. Don’t overcomplicate the activities. 

7. 3 great communicative activities + 1 traditional worksheet 

is okay



Domains 2-3 - classroom environment and instruction

puzzles

-Students are totally ENGAGED! #danielson 

-great for vocabulary activities

-lower levels - puzzle pieces in TL and English; upper levels - all pairs in TL

-have students create vocabulary lists as they put the pieces together

-make it a competition-whoever completes the puzzle first wins 1 extra credit 

point


